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Who’s Who
Brenda Rebello
Editor

The Editor’s Desk
Welcome to
Goan Connection!
A very Happy Spring to all of You!

Dianne Nunes
Assistant Editor

Rui Gomes
Website Coordinator

Executive Committee
Marvin Fernandes
President

This issue captures events and memories of
2020 that will forever be etched. The virus
couldn’t break our spirit, and it is evident in
this issue which showcases all the events that
kept our GOANJ family united. Whether it
was a prayerful gathering via zoom or a jolly
contest or Goans helping Goans. We all rose to
the occasion.
We also find ourselves in the holiest of seasons,
Lent– a time for some spring cleaning. A time
to reflect, renew and rebuild. Our Lenten
services provide the tools to transform our
Winter into Spring!
Please continue to pray for our frontline
heroes, and all those in need of our prayers.
I ‘d like to invite our members to get involved
in the newsletter. Thank you Rachael
Fernandes for your beautiful art work. If you
would like to volunteer, please reach out to
goanconnectionnj@gmail.com.

Louella Menezes
Vice President

Wilma Martins
Secretary

Allan D’Guerra
Treasurer

Cleta Lobo
Membership
Coordinator

Thank you contributors for making this a true
"Goan Experience". My gratitude to our
talented editorial team, Dianne Nunes,
Wilma Martins, Suzette Barreto, Carmeline
Barretto, Chantelle Faria & Sage Rebello.
Joyfully
Brenda
Goan Association of New Jersey, Inc.
Website: www.goanj.com

The Association Corner
Greetings everyone!
Wishing you all a blessed Lenten season! It’s already March, and
soon Spring will be in the air. I'm sure those words will be music to
many, after rounds of frigid winter weather here in New Jersey.
I hope you have been following all our virtual events. It was great to
see everyone virtually at our Christmas Housie, and hear everyone
sing Christmas carols. Thank you all for sharing your nativity scenes
for our Christmas crib contest. The Valentine poem contest was also
fun. The poems were certainly original and very creative. Thank you
for participating, reading and 'liking' them, and thanks to our
honorable judges. We hope to see your support and participation in
our future events and competitions as well.
As always, please support our sponsors and advertisers. Do keep
them in mind the next time you travel, or are looking for a new home
or even if you are yearning for some Goan sausages.
A big Thank You to all our newsletter contributors. Please continue
submitting your articles. We look forward to reading them.

Thank you everyone, stay safe, and healthy.
Mog Asu,
Marvin
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Christmas Housie
Jolly & Noisy
Carmeline Barretto

Who would have thought in 2019, we would have to skip our GOANJ Christmas Ball 2020?
No dancing the Waltz to Lorna’s tunes or flying high those dinner napkins for the “Goan
Masala” or twisting to the same old “rock” or swaying to Ed Sheeran’s “now my bed sheet
smells like you.” But that’s what happened, and we’ve missed seeing each other in person.
Fortunately GOANJ hosted various events in 2020 to help us stay connected: A Lenten Retreat
in mid-March, the Easter Day Family Bingo, Novena to Our Lady Of Perpetual Succor,
bi-weekly bible study and a fun filled Goa festival in the beginning of October, where we
danced to the beat of A26, Goa’s hottest band!. We published 3 newsy newsletters, hosted a
Christmas Housie avec Caroling. We even had our 1st Crib contest and participated in the Goa
Outreach Fundraiser: Goans Helping Goans in Goa
Our Christmas Housie was jolly and noisy. T’was a high-tech event with customized tickets of
90 Christmas themed English and Konkani words that replaced the traditional Housie. Even
our Maestra Loviena Macarhenas began second guessing herself over words like Natala and
Nutella and Bhatika or Bhatk. With names like Grinch, Santa, Mistletoe, Poinsettia, Kulkul,
Perad and Dasher, Sorpotel, Dodol, Bells and Cupid flying out of her bag with added Mascaren
-mischief, she kept us entertained and on our finger tips.
Effie Tavares won the jaldi 5 with the 1 st five words called – which made us wonder if the
Maestra was hand in glove with the winner – well, we were still wondering, and what do you
know, she won again!!!!. The other winners of the Housie were: Sage Rebello; Olivia Lanjwal,
Lovell Pinto and Sheldon Vaz
The fun didn’t stop at Housie. We had just started to get noisy. Caroling with Celsius and
Rachel Rebello, Neil Gomes and his daughters, Marvin and family; Louella Menezes and
Family; Rui and Giselle, and many more who participated to keep the Christmas spirit joyful
within us and around us.

It just goes to prove no virus can keep us apart. Thank you GOANJ for keeping us connected.

Until we meet again in person– Deo Borem Korum!
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Jesus, The REASON FOR THE SEASON
Floyd Faria

2020 was the year of change, the year of social distance and masks and a few more things that
people tend to dwell upon, however, it was also a year for family life, a year of togetherness, a
year to come together and pray, even if it was online.
With Christmas approaching, the GOANJ decided to storm the online platform with its BINGO
and ROSARY sessions and pleasantly even a crib competition. Even though these online
endeavors were on a best effort basis, the responses we received to each of these events, were
more than over-whelming.
That’s the thing about being a Goenkar. “You can take a Goan out of Goa, but you cant take Goa
out of a Goan!” they say… and we live that phrase here each day in the continent of North
America, so far far away from the land of Feni and Kuswaar.
The event went live on the 11th of December and ran through Christmas Day with the theme
“Jesus-The Reason for the Season”. It started off quite slow as the team watched and waited …
waited some more and nervously watched some more, for entries to start coming in. I guess no
one was putting up their trees and cribs early this year, but then, a couple of entries came in and
they started getting “Likes,” and “Shares.” There were large cribs and smaller ones each
depicting the beautiful birth of the Lord. By Christmas Eve, we had received over 21 entries,
each of which were unique – each glorifying the Lord and the Holy Family.
There were entries that were hand painted, made from recycled, upcycled cardboard, 3-D
backgrounds, stained glass, real hay, and sparkling lights. Everyone was creative and very
original.
We had entries from Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania and as far
as Dubai, Karachi and even from good old Goa. This contest managed to get quite a few likes on
Facebook and Instagram in fact, Goans from Africa, Portugal, Canada, UK and even from
Australia liked/reacted to the event. We were happy that people were able to participate and
come together to celebrate tradition.
Picking judges was challenging since everyone decided to take part and display their talents. We
picked 3 judges who had no connection to anyone taking part. They sent in their scores
individually which were tabulated, and winners announced, a day after Christmas.
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Congratulations
Winners of 2020 Crib Contest
First place - Entry #1 - Arleen & Tyronne Pinto

Second place - Entry #21 - Everett & Michelle D’souza

Third place - Entry #7 - Mario & Queency Paes
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The GOANJ Valentines Contest A labor of
love. Contestants chose 3 words from 2 lines :
From Feni, Soropotel, Broom, Groom, Love
and so much more, for an imagination to
soar!
Our poets rose to the challenge and wrote
about love at first sight and even love at first
fright. Some even reminisced the H1-H4 days,
Some serenaded movies, Mog, even Susegaad
Mog and Goankar Valentines.
Love was surely in the Air and on Facebook
they did share. Perpet and Paulo, (Adrian
Lobo) and Sharon Almeida won our hearts
as the judges (Elvis, Giselle and Celsius) set
their poems apart!

Thank you all
for joining in the
fun. Your poems
brought a smile
and a chuckle.
Please visit our
facebook page to
read all our
fabulous,
naughty and
original
“labors of love”.
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1st Prize
Valentine
Poem

Perpet & Paulo

(from Panaji)

Adrian Lobo

When my energy was zapped, in the humid afternoon air,
I’d be watching the world go by, from my rocking chair;
With a glass, sipping fridge-cold cashew feni,
My Goenkar version of “English high tea!”
Usually after the second round,
In a deep slumber I could be found;
But I was startled by a remote scream and a crashing sound,
When Perpet fell off her bicycle, and lay crying on the ground!
To calm her nerves I offered her a light shandy,
And I was in shock when she asked for a brandy!
She whispered, “Please, one more, and one more,”
So I indulged her, and the Mog began to flow!
Cupid said “strike while the iron is hot, and get a head start,”
So I offered her jaggery candy, which went right to her heart.
I did not have more due to the panchayat imposed ration,
So I planted quite a few idyllic kisses, sans any passion.
When I walked her home it was dark, and quite late,
Her mother “broom-in-hand” asked, “are you her date?”
With a twinkle in my eye I said “we’re just like sister and brother,”
“But if you want, we can start dating and get to know each other!”
Suspecting my intentions she asked me to stay for dinner
Just to grill me, to determine if I was a loser or a winner!
She offered me a drink, and to score points I did decline,
So I told her that some “coconut water would be just fine.”
She was so thrilled when I praised her sorpotel,
Instantly I knew that things were going very well.
I asked “do I have your permission to take Perpet out to dine?”
She said “yes, but don’t order pakoras and some Auntie’s cheap wine!”
We eventually went to the Panaji Waterfront Terrace and Bar,
And arranged for Anjuna Anton, to serenade us with his guitar.
After sipping two large glasses of Vincola vintage port wine,
On bended knee I asked Perpet, “will you be my Valentine?”
Over the years our love has grown,
And without her, I’d be so forlorn.
While I’m not a gambler, surely this was my life’s biggest win,
And due to C-19, I’ll renew my Mog with Hydroxychloroquine!

Perpet, Happy Valentine’s Day 2021!

Yours Forever XOXOXO Paulo
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A new name
for Love
Sharon Almeida

What do I write, When I am restricted by words I must choose,
Six I must select or else I lose!
I have a new name for Love, and it isn't what you expect,
Give my lyrics a chance before you it, reject
To the tropics, my love has never been
Feni and warm sand, you have not seen
Yet you drool when you smell chorizo,
Coconut cake and sorpotel excite you so.
Unconditional Love, I knew not what it was,
Till you accepted me with all my flaws
Hugs and Kisses, you give them freely
My heart swells when you are with me.
When anxiety strikes, you smooth my nerves,
When depression hits, you help me preserve
You give all of yourself without holding back,
Love and compassion, you do not lack
These words, you may never understand,
Without question, you do as I command
My babies, Max and Annie, I need no more proof,
My new name for love is Woof, Woof!
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Giselle Gomes

Today, one year after being hit with social distancing and virtual teaching, we are settled
into a routine of uncertainty and daily-modified schedules. They say that without
adapting to change we die and go extinct. Teaching has been that way for many this past
year, and only taking it one day at a time, praying for guidance, and my family's support
have allowed me to tackle all the changes.
Last February, we were quietly aware of a Coronavirus stirring up chaos in Wuhan, China
and many teachers including myself were comfortably teaching the only way we knew
how. Teachers could be seen making copies, dodging groups of laughing students,
breaking up swarms of kids in between classes as well as monitoring large groups in the
auditorium or cafeteria. All this in addition to teaching our students be prepared for the
future! Then all of a sudden, things changed.

Last March, when all schools were mandated to teach remotely, I felt like we had
jumped into the twilight zone of online courses. With no training in or prior use of Zoom
or any conferencing application to teach our children, most teachers including myself,
went into asynchronous mode, where lessons were posted daily on the class website and
many were taught through videos and recorded lectures.
Using computers was second nature to me thanks to being married to and raised by
computer programmers. This was not the case for many co-workers, some barely knew
how to create a google document. For me, hours at home were spent creating lessons
online and checking and responding to emails from students, administration, and parents;
all while helping my own children - Maiya and Corey, with their school work. Just a tad
“Crazy”
After a few weeks and settling in with online classes, I started using our school’s
conferencing interface to teach my students in real time; however, class times were
shorter and actual lessons were skipped and or abbreviated. What used to take 2-3 days
now took 6 or more as we had to make allowances and acknowledge our student’s social
and emotional well-being. What about mine?
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I missed seeing my students collaborate and work together happily. I missed my
freshman singing and jumping around as they entered class. They loved working
together the most and now as time went on many otherwise lively and outgoing students
distanced themselves. Online lessons isolated us from our students and them from each
other. After discovering breakout rooms, I utilized these as often as I could to encourage
discussions and interactive learning. Students still fell behind on work and my duties
now included constant monitoring of student work submissions, parent, and guidance
emails to contact students who fell off the class grid. Teaching became a difficult
challenge and I couldn’t wait till summer hit and we were off from school. Thankfully
it finally did.
Our family took a well needed break from distance learning ,and we drove to
Memphis, TN to stay with my aunt for 3 weeks. We spent many hours playing board
games, swimming, taking walks together, and binge watching shows on Netflix. Prior to
starting a new school year in September, I had many sleepless nights worrying about
how to teach students in a hybrid manner and managing my own children’s hybrid
schedule.
Thoughts of headless chickens running around came to mind! Rushing into
classes, cleaning tables prior to class, checking chat boxes, checking emails, addressing
questions in class and online, presenting a lesson, all in a span of 30 minutes! Besides
that, having all documents uploaded correctly prior to class time, and daily agendas
posted on all of my class sites. No wonder many teachers decided on retiring before
school reopened. At times, I wished I were one of them.
When September arrived, we took each day at a time. Just like learning to ride a
bike, handling all the activities of hybrid learning took getting used to. Eventually, this
new mode of teaching became a daily ritual. However, increased COVID cases
following sports activities and the holidays posed new challenges that had our schools
jumping between hybrid and virtual learning schedules. Having to teach at home or at
school at a drop of a hat led to teaching solely by computer even though half the student
body was back in the school building on any given day.
Though school culture has changed dramatically, the goals of teaching and
learning for us stay the same. Being able to prepare our students for the future, giving
them ideals to work towards and strength to endure all the changes our world faces is our
challenge each day. I may be partial, but teachers are doing amazing work and students
continue to learn.
This is where we find ourselves now and two prayers have stayed in my heart through it
all. One day at a time Lord Jesus and God grant me the serenity to accept the things I
cannot change, courage to change the things I can and wisdom to know the difference.
With increased vaccinations and an end to the pandemic on the horizon, hope
encourages belief that our schools will return to the lively busy bustling days of before.
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Serenity Prayer
God, grant me the Serenity
To accept the things I cannot change...
Courage to change the things I can,
And Wisdom to know the difference.
Living one day at a time,
Enjoying one moment at a time,
Accepting hardship as the pathway to peace.
Taking, as He did, this sinful world as it is,
Not as I would have it.
Trusting that He will make all things right
if I surrender to His will.
That I may be reasonably happy in this life,
And supremely happy with Him forever in the next.
Amen.
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Rest in Peace
Joseph Salus Homen
Born: June 30, 1939
Died: April 4, 2020

Joe was a longtime friend of GOANJ and helped to serve and coordinate many of their functions.
His love of family, faith and a soft spot for GOANJ will forever be remembered with grateful
hearts.

He leaves behind his loving wife, Tecla and children Savia (husband Larian), Magdalene/Herb,
Marian/ Pablo and grandchildren Dantinea, Lolita, Savannah, Tatiana and Nathalia .

Natalina Savia Esmarelda (Homen) Abreu
Born: April 13, 1970
Died: October 1, 2020

Savia (known to almost everyone by this name) had a smile for everyone she met. Called way too
soon to Heaven, she leaves behind her husband, Larian and four beautiful daughters: Lolita,
Savannah, Tatiana and Nathalia. Savia cherished her Goan roots and was always willing to lend her
time and talents to the Goan Association when she lived in the U.S.
Her family and friends had to say goodbye to her way too soon, so we take comfort that her
Heavenly family rejoices in her beautiful presence and gracious personality.

We pray for all our loved ones we have lost
Eternal Rest Grant Unto Them O Lord
Let Perpetual Light Shine Upon Them
May they be united with you with the Angels in Heaven
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PRAYER TEAM

Prayers are the answer to every request, challenge, praise, thanksgiving and worship that
brings us to our knees in joy or in sorrow. The journey to Easter is a surrendering of
ourselves to the challenges and hardships that are part of our lives. Jesus suffered for us
and His love never surrendered to temptation or negative situations. May our love for our
Lord and Savior never waiver in our journey in Lent. May we remain strong, faith filled
Christians that focus on Him, and not on our circumstances. As we travel the Lenten road
together, may our prayers for one another be uplifting, encouraging and strengthening as
we prepare for the glorious celebration of Easter!
GOANJ offers suggestions to enhance your Lenten to Easter experience. Please check out
our website for the weekly Saturday Zoom retreats from 7 pm to 8 pm with different
speakers each week. A wonderful way to honor and praise God our Father and thank Him
for the gift of His son’s sacrifice on our behalf.

The Prayer Team invites anyone to share a prayer request with either Dianne
Nunes dianneenunes@gmail.com or Wilma Martins vilmalfmartins@gmail.com and we
would be honored to ask the team to pray for any request that is on your heart (yourself,
family member or a loved one). Prayers are faithfully submitted to our Lord in prayer and
trust that He hears each and every concern and takes it upon Himself to bring that request
before the Heavenly hosts of angels and saints. If you would like to be a member of the
Prayer Team, kindly contact us and we would be so happy to welcome you to the group.

BIBLE STUDY
Every 2 weeks on Zoom
Zoom Bible studies every other Sunday evening conducted by Norman
D’Souza that start promptly at 7 pm and last one hour.
All are invited to attend: Contact Norman
at normandsouza100@gmail.com and he can share the link with you.
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What are you looking
forward to in 2021?
Chantelle Faria

2021, a year of hope and new beginnings for many. Our GOANJ youth members
are hopeful and excited for this new year.

I look forward to going to the beach in the
summer, and hopefully returning to a more
normal life as more people get vaccinated!
(Nicole V)

I am looking forward to
swimming again and
challenging myself to be the
best version of myself
(Felicia F)

I can’t wait to attend college, where I can challenge
myself and meet new people. Also, I’m excited
for the new season of The Promised Neverland!
(Sage R)

In 2021, I am looking forward to spending time with
my friends and family, attending more in-person
events at school and starting senior year.
(Chantelle F)

I am looking forward to starting my senior year this
year as well as picking colleges to attend.
(Nicole P)
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Congratulations Dr. Daniel Mascarenhas
2021 International Service Award Winner
Selected by the Awards Committee and Board of Trustees of the
American College of Cardiology to receive the 2021 International
Service Award.
“You have been selected to receive this award because of your
continuous dedication to international causes and because you
have been a true role model for others to follow in your
footsteps.”

Dr. Rowan J. Michael , M.D

Number 1 Hand Surgeon by The Mainline

Magazine in their Top Doc edition, Dec 2020.
Congrats– Great Goan!
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Stephanie Almeida
Bachelor of Science

Degree in Computer Science
from Georgia Tech (in 3.5 years )

Thank You Jesus for our children
Guide them and Bless them
Protect them each and every day
Fill them with your grace and your
loving presence
Be with them every step of the way!
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Coping with the COVID-19 Pandemic

Dr. Eric Gomes

The COVID 19 pandemic has been an infectious disease outbreak unlike anything we have seen in our
lifetime. It has had an enormous impact on every facet of our everyday lives. As a result, we may find
ourselves in situations evoking feelings and emotions we may not have previously experienced.
Everyone reacts differently to stressful situations. Feelings of anxiety, loneliness and fear are normal in a
situation when the outcome is unknown or beyond our control. Knowing the common behavioral,
physical, emotional, and cognitive responses to stress can help us assist loved ones and ourselves in
getting help when needed.

TYPICAL REACTIONS TO STRESS

Trouble relaxing or sleeping
Mood Swings /Increase in irritability
Increase or decrease in energy
Increase in alcohol, tobacco, illegal drugs

Worrying excessively
Crying frequently
Difficulty communicating or listening
Wanting to be alone most of the time

It is important for us to recognize and heed early warning signs of stress so that we can focus on
practical ways to relax. These may include doing things such as deep breathing, stretching, meditating,
prayer, and engaging in pleasurable hobbies. It is also important to talk about these feelings with loved
ones and friends. Taking time to focus on the positive parts of your life, such as connections with
others, can change perspective when it seems as if things are at a standstill.
Reaching out to people is one of the best ways to reduce anxiety, depression, loneliness, and boredom.
Using the telephone, email, text messaging, and social media enables us to connect with friends
and family. Talking “face to face” with others using Skype, FaceTime, Zoom, and House Party, among
many other available platforms, can minimize our isolation from others.
Wearing a mask, social distancing, avoiding crowds, and frequent hand-washing are the main
important ways to slow the spread of COVID 19. With the release of two vaccines which have
received Emergency Use Authorization from the FDA, there is hope that we can get through this
pandemic together. The best way to end common fear is to learn about the disease and the actual risk
to others.
It is important to stay up to date on what is happening while still limiting media exposure. Avoid
watching or listening to news reports 24/7 as this tends to increase anxiety and worry. Look to credible
apolitical sources for information such as the CDC and WHO. Sharing this information will often
calm fears in others as well and allow you to reconnect with them.
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Wanda Gomes is a senior tax analyst with H and R Block; preparing tax returns
and providing helpful tips for over 20 years.

Filing Your Taxes for 2020
A year like no other. Between job losses, stimulus checks, working from home
and more, filing 2020 tax returns presents issues we have never before
encountered.
1. Unemployment Insurance: You could owe federal income tax on your weekly
benefit including the extra $600 you were entitled to through July. Download
your 1099G which reports the total you received and if any taxes were withheld.
2. Retirement Accounts: You typically have to pay a 10% penalty if you
withdraw from a retirement plan before you are 59 1/2 years old. The Cares Act
relief bill Congress passed waived that penalty up to $100,000 in withdrawals for
2020, but you will still face taxes on your withdrawal, payable over three years.
3. The stimulus checks are tax free.

4. If you are not a business owner or self-employed and you are working from
home, you are not entitled to claim home office expenses.
5. Charitable Contributions: Typically you must itemize deductions to be able to
write off gifts of charity but this year you can deduct up to $300 in charitable
contributions.
6. Go to www.irs.gov or consult your tax account for your individual tax needs.

Nothing is certain except death and taxes
Benjamin Franklin-1789
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Speak Konkani
KONKANIM
ULOI –3
XIKSAN -LESSON
Aiz ami jevonam voir uloia - Today lets talk about food
Jevonn - Food

Aiz ami kitem Jevuia

What should we eat today?
Aiz _ today Ami – We
Kitem – What? Jevuia – Eat

Maka tik naka - I do not want it spicy
Tik – Spicy Naka – Do not

Maka Bhuk laglea - I am hungry
Maka – I am Bhuk laglea. – Hungry
Maka taan laglea. – I am thirsty
Taan laglea - thirsty

Udik pivunk zai - Need water to drink
Udik – Water
Zai- want or need Borof naka -No Ice
Borof – Ice , Naka - No
Jevon zatoch don kopam chau aad

After food please get two cups of tea
Zatoch – after Don – Two. Kopam- Cups.
Aad – get or bring

Jevunk ( To Eat)

Ami Goan-chem Xith anik nusteachi
koddi
We will eat Goan Rice with Fish curry?

Xith - Rice. Nustem/ Nusteachi Fish,
Koddi - Curry

Choll hea “Viva Panjim” hea
jeunache suvater

Lets go to “Viva Panjim Restaurant”.
Jeunache Suvater -Eating place or
Restaurant. Choll hea - Let’s go
Tum kitem pietolem vo Pietolo
What would you drink?
Tum – You. Pietolem – ( Girl).
Pietolo ( Boy) - Drink

Sakor naka. -No sugar
Sakor – Sugar. Naka - No

Zaite dusre toreachem jevonn assa .
Lots of other variety of food is there.
Zaite – Lots, Dusre – Other, Toreachem , Assa
There

Fudle pautt amin dusrea jevonnam
voir uloia
Next time, we will talk about other dishes.
Fudle Pautt – Next time
Durea – Other
Jevonam – Dishes
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Rachael Fernandes
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My olden Goa, what has happened to you now?
Oh my Goa, beautiful you used to be
Lush green fields and serene beaches were awesome to see.
Feasts and festivals with fun loving devout people within thee
Are delightful times and what a glee.
Early morning combiacho saad and the poder was the delight
Comforting it was to be awakened without the alarm clock in sight.

Antonio Pinto

Mornings were susegad and started with prayers
Breakfast with chapati, pao and mangaad was mostly there.
The kalchi codi with pao would be a real treat
Joyous feeling it would be to start the day with.

Walking to school with a group of friends was good fun
Talking along the way all sorts of stories while we would walk or run.
Sometimes listening to the world cup commentary from the pocket transistor
Pele and Eusebio were our favorites and no other player was dearer.
Only a Camiao bus in the vicinity, that had no fixed timing
Had to be hand started to crank and fire the engine.
Cholia Chol the conductor would say loud, for the driver to start
Paying one anna for the ride to school with gladness in our heart.
Those were the days of simplicity, fun and laughter
Playing lobio, gili danda and football did matter.
Feasts and weddings, were the days we enjoyed pulao and sorpotel
And also the stew, asad, sannas and cabidel.
Not forgetting the chorisan, miskut, toram shir, paro and ghodshem
It was a good peaceful life that nurtured us with values then.
We are in different times of life now
The goenkar ethnicity ways are dwindling somehow.
The highly educated are gone to foreign lands
The politicians and their goons have the upper hand.
In the garb of social work and development Goa is nothing, but in ruin
Everywhere around one can see more garbage and filth strewn
Beaches no more pristine and greenery is destroyed by deforestation
And sadly wild animals are seeking the suburbs for habitation.
Our olden Goa has lost all the luster
Society is highly divided in an unlawful stature
Unfortunately the Goa of yesteryears
Has it's people worried and in fears.

I cannot foresee the return of My Olden Goa.
It seems a distant dream and I ask God hem Kityak?
The next generation cannot emulate our past
Seems Our olden Goa has vanished to the dust.
Oh my Goa, so beautiful you used to be
Miss you my Olden Goa!
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For more details, go to https://www.lovandjoygoancreations.com
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Thank you Sponsors!
We appreciate your
business & support.

Rachael Fernandes

Looking to Grow Your Business?
If you are looking to launch a new business or grow an existing
business, consider advertising in the Goan Connection.
Reach an educated and culturally sensitive audience in New Jersey,
New York. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland and beyond.
Send the content of your advertisement in a Word document to
committee@goanj.com
Our yearly rates ( for 4 inserts, spread over 4 issues) are as follows:
2 inch, 1 column
1/3 page
1/2 page
Full page

$ 20
$12
$150
$250

Contact
Marvin Fernandes
at 973 495 6298
for all your advertising
needs.
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Looking for more ways
to keep in touch?
GOAN
INSTAGRAM

Administrator: Chantelle Faria

@goanassociationofnewjersey91

We have recently launched an
Page

Instagram

The Goan Association of New Jersey
@goanassociationofnewjersey91

So hurry and download the Instagram app on
your phones to get the latest updates, events,
giveaways, and other happenings.

TWEET TWEET
GOANJ is now on Twitter

Twitter handle - Goa_NJ

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK
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GOANJ Wishes you a Holy and Blessed Easter
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